
Rt. 8, Frederick, Md. 21704 
1/2/75 

Mr. Dil3. Martin 
921 Ivy Way 
Port Washington, N.Y. 

Dear Dill, 

There is nothing simple about the XYX assassinatica, its official iseeetigee. tine* or working in the rigid. Wpat &Jaye this letter Dick nuezested more than any.. thing else is the need of current Freedom of Information suit for more suppres-sed evidence. Evidence also relevant to Agalkaght. 
The note I made while talking tea& is not now clear to me. I think he meant only what is new in the book. That, however, would. be inadequate today because there is SA entirely maw situation and prospect, in the very broadest sense, with the subject and with what its renificsitAns can be. 
Two recent examples of this also wised delays for me. One of the more unueuel is that liberal students at the University Of Virginia interested their cooservative (51$ *iron voting meted) Democratic Conger/ea= in the eubject, he has introduced an ievestisition Sam resolution, and some of his staff have bed me to their office and have bean here. They see and were encesonalerlemeeseed bra smell pert of the documentaI plan to use in the Zaatjagtis appendix. It soli them completely on the fact, not just the need for an investigation to answer unanswered questions. On the other side, a liberal Democrat has made a ppm& and inserted one of the formerly (and essay and revealing) TOP SECRiT WarroaCineeisminn executive session transcripts into the Congressional Decor!. As recently an during Watergate this would have been impossible. Dangerous even. Buren O.A.Dews and World deport has annul ;ogee in the current issue, including refeesnces to some of !rye*. laver before with thee. 
It is a now world. Quito a few Cengreesdonel committees already have the authori-sation to °endue* investihations.( I do not A00 expect this.) 
It is not impossible for the subject to cone aeert. ±f it does aerthia: will sell. What does it or helps will sell Iika craw. This beak and nytDIA suits have the potential. There is no doubt that when the book appears it will got Generale-signal attention and that aloe sells, mere if the media pick it up. 
If 'nohow read the loused unedited work beg* so lane ago with wean that part still new) you have fumed your own impressions. My firs belief and that of others who have read the work is that no condensetime could have credibility until longer after the new evidence is known. We also believe that with the backstopping of time full work (Which also serves other purposes) the subject would not appear to bees Bymemtine. Zeikel:AU the seeeingly incredible could not be put down except by deliberate dishonesty. 

My hope is for the fastest possible appearance of the unateeldoi work while a condensation and popularisatton is hating prepared end printed. The large work can be printed in weeks. It can generate the attention for the sale of the commercial book. I think it mill, especially If as is quite pornible, it figures in thernewe and debates that are coming. 
Dlek seems to fever an original paperback:for this. I favor a hardback for which I elready have significant &sedate. the smallest possible hardback. I'll have new stuff for a later papers. tram an evidentiary point of view, this beak boa what is needed to break the case open. Can you imagine the possibilities of a book that can do this, woven if it is only pert of a Congressional operation 

Beet regerds, 

ilarold Weinberg 



oarold Weisberg At. 8, Frederick, M. 

While cagy books, hertz:mg vith sy first, destroyed the Warren Report and its 

norclusions, they did not have the capability of overcoodng the ooshination of 

efficial poperr and dishonesty and the political end mass-media reluctance to even 

think of the potential of provine that the Investigation of a Ereoidential assassin-

tLon was a deliberate fake. When reeponue wee 4a4lad =cascara it centered around 

the allegation that there wee no "new evidence." 

As the result of a decade-long investigation Rot eartegiecludea this 'new 

evidence produced in laree pert by my Freelance Inforeation law suits, tile fear 

of thee4 and other efforts to use the law and court hearings. 

The book focuses on what is central ovi_lence in a orize of violence, the autopsy, 

and what is rilevent to that esneination and the autopsy records. It includes copies 

of evidence the Warrae coandssion never had and didA;t want; what the federal twenties 

wanted to withhold and dial proof of the destruction or moo of this evide4co; the 

secret thou ate or the Commiselon and its staff. All of this new evidence had be= 

euppeessed. 

.Pia, tiateda prevee with cena.tendalesable evidence that there was a conspiracy 

to kill az and what amounts to a consnireee inside the goverment to hide this fact. 

ft presents for thethoolmoontrovertilde and template proof of both conspee. 

It proves also that there never was any official inteatian or inveetting the 

arise and that the official investigation had as its main ;urines making an invalid 

precoweption appear to be valid. it least acceptable to the proud and politineaua. 

It goes further and docuesate who suppressed what evidence and who suborned and 

*omitted perjury to these side could be achieved. 

It proves that there was no truthful official decription of even the/213We 

of the_ President's wound. That all involved knew this and that even the Department 

of Justice, with the proof in band, lied about it when it could no longer be suppressed. 

With whet I think is a sustained sense of horror it also for the first *Ame 

repel-he what I regard as the greatest obscenity, how officialdom from the first*  

knowing there would be sefpression, framed the Kennedy& with the resprezibilitzr. 

1 



to Rill 

Dick onii or paw 5o I st.11 tere. after five phoned laterrections oaring this 
little v-VAng. Three malls were from national am/pajama sae. of wiAioil mum a cementwee, 
T 	ef Life is het conclave to oescuotratioa. and Vire rower tritra to represent 

decade of watt and a thled or a milliao verde not locked at in several yeare onto 
a einem. page. I hopo it Is sec 	like what A.ok seated. I presage it was not 
reellyfor you. 

'leak writlag it moo other tbingo cams to mind, for onatent end for ponsibiddk 
poanible evaluation of potentIal. 

The former*.  TOP mu= transcripts I have shaionalcome dollen relevant and 
definitive contact. I have other now documents of whia4 the same is true. They add 
to what I think it is not immodest to describe as an unprecedented investiostiv*- 
reporting job with uhpreaated, osana of samcseding in it. ogress even amended 
a law to case c currant it poosibls. Explicitly. i!me  the one who made it empdinit 
is Teddy '-';onnody. (C 
	

asnal Rcoe:?i 5/3V/74.) Mak of thie 	what it saans. 
There are side valued in the boa  beaesso there is a comin ulcotiom. 

Inpirtant in national unT1 .this political Ufa, ficure in this hock to several ways 
and in both portico. 	what I Left :mccnay published 'ord has a math larger stake *hat 
than/he cannot avoid because he ass a aamber of the t:eariseion. De has his former 
Comansima aide David (head of Lowers for 4ixou)Sella muting the Rockefeller white-
wash. Arlen Specter is a major force in hamaylvenia poli  tics. Awe. here for the first 
time is the story of what happened tc all "Ionno4ys otter AIX was killed - what the 
eamoutive branch ad the Commiagiaa din to thane U 0614 have political sioificance. 

I refer to the current suit. In it I *ready have .thaththis proof germane to 
bajada of fig deliberate fakery. to arc not done. I'm filing charges in the fora 
of a long and documented affidavits within days. The suit is for the suppressed acleatific 
tents, spectrographic and neutron-motivation analyses. Chastly as it may aeon the 'bI 
now olamn never to have completed them or to have had the need! The reason, of course. 
is that the mythology scald not =vibe it. at it this is true and if I get the shame 
I expect to prove portal in this. 	li 


